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[57] ABSTRACT 

A thermoplastic bag structure provided with a handle 
which serves to provide closure means for the bag. 
The handle is formed from a pair of wide cardboard 
strips which are secured at parallel edges de?ning an 
opening to the bag interior. The Strips defining an 
opening for receiving the fingers) of the bag user 
thereby providing the handle feature. By utilizing wide 
cardboard strips which normally remain in overlying 
relationship, the bag will remain closed until pulled 
open and ?lled. The bag can be economically manu 
factured by locating the cardboard strips in position 
for attachment to the parallel bag edges with a heat 
sealing operation preferably being involved. 

1 Claim, 5 Drawing Figures 
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METHOD FOR PRODUQING THERMOPLASTIC 
BAG WITH HANDLE 

This invention relates to a thermoplastic bag con 
struction, and particularly to a bag construction having 
an attached handle which also serves as a closure 
means for the bag. Bags of the general type contem 
plated by this invention may be utilized as shopping 
bags or for similar purposes. 
The production of low-cost thermoplastic bags is 

wide spread. Particular emphasis is placed on lower 
cost production since many such bags are distributed 
free of charge to customers of various establishments. 

In order to achieve low cost production, the type of 
materials employed and the type of operating steps in 
volved are of great importance. Thus, large amounts of 
material and the use of expensive materials is to be 
avoided. Similarly, the processing steps involved in pro 
duction cannot be unduly complicated or too numer 
ous. 

It is a general object of this invention to provide a 
thermoplastic bag construction which involves the utili 
zation of relatively low cost materials and process steps 
whereby the bag can be economically produced. 

It is a more specific object of this invention to pro 
vide a bag construction which is relatively simple in de 
sign but which combines handle and closure features 
whereby the advantages of higher cost bags can be 
achieved. 
These and other objects of this invention will appear 

hereinafter and for purposes of illustration, but not of 
limitation, speci?c embodiments of the invention are 
shown in the accompanying drawings in which: 
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a bag characterized by 

the features of this. invention; 
FIG. 2 is a perspective view of the bag with the han 

dle and bag portions separated; 
FIG. 3 is a plan view of a blank utilized for forming 

the handle construction; 
FIG. 4 is an enlarged fragmentary cross-sectional 

view taken about the line 4-—4 of FIG. 1; and, 
FIG. 5 is an enlarged fragmentary perspective view 

showing the blank in the solid position. 
The bag construction of this invention generally com 

prises a body portion having a pair of parallel edges de 
?ning an opening for the bag. The closure and handle 
means which incorporate the inventive features are se 
cured at these parallel edges. These closure and handle 
means comprise a pair of ?at cardboard strips of sub 
stantial width. These strips each define an opening for 
receiving the ?ngers of the user whereby the strips 
combine to form a handle. The wide ?at character of 
the strips normally maintains the strips in overlying re 
lationship so that a natural closure is provided with ac 
cess to the bag interior being quite easily accomplished. 
When making reference to “cardboard”, it should be 

understood that paperboard and materials of the same 
character are included. 

In the manufacture of the bag, the cardboard strips 
are ?rst formed from a sheet of carboard by diecutting 
a one-piece blank. A foldline is provided between the 
strips, and the strips are preferably held in a one-piece 
assembly by means of tie points along the foldline. With 
this arrangement, the assembly can be inserted be 
tween the parallel edges of the bag material, and a heat 
sealing operation will then follow for securing the han 
dle to the bag material. 
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2 
The drawings illustrate a bag 10 characterized by a 

thermoplastic section 12 and a handle and closure 
means M. The thermoplastic material may comprise 
any material conventionally used for this purpose such 
as- polyethylene. 
The handle section is formed from a cardboard mate 

rial with opposing cardboard strips 16 making up this 
section. Each of these strips de?nes an opening 18 per 
mitting insertion of the fingers for easy carrying pur 
poses. In the con?guration shown in FIG. I, the strips 
16 are forced apart whereby the interior of the bag is 
accessible for the insertion or retrieval of goods. 
The handle section 14, as illustrated in FIG. 2, is 

formed from a pair of strips 16 joined along foldline 19. 
Because the strips are flat, and relatively wide, they will 
normally assume a ?at overlying condition whereby a 
bag will normally be closed. The illustration of FIG. 2 
shows the handle with the strips separated from the bag 
12; however, it will be noted that the length of the strips 
substantially corresponds with the length of the open 
ing de?ned between the edges 20 of the bag. Accord 
ingly, when the assembly is made, the bag will stretch 
out flat with the handle portions in overlying relation 
ship unless pulled apart by the user. 
Handles 2% inches wide and 141/2 inches long are typ 

ically associated with bags having a thermplastic body 
section 15 inches long and 14% inches wide. With di 
mensions of this order of magnitude, the handle por 
tions readily assume a flat con?guration. 
As best shown in FIG. 3, the handle sections are ini 

tially formed from a one-piece blank 22. This blank 
may be diecut from a sheet of cardboard with the han 
dle openings 18 being simultaneously formed. The fold 
line 19 is also formed at this time with the major length 
of the foldline comprising a slit between the handle sec 
tions 16. Short connecting portions 24} interrupt the 
slits, and these connecting portions therefore serve to 
hold the handle sections in an assembly. 

In the manufacture of the bags, the blank assembly 
22 is preferably located between the edges 20 of the 
thermoplastic sheet. The sheet material is then folded 
over into engagement with the blank for heat sealing of 
this edge to the opposite handle section. Since the han 
dle section initially overlying the bag material can be 
simultaneously heat sealed, the assembly operations in 
volved in securing a handle to the bag material become 
quite simple. 
The heat sealing operation can be effectively pro 

moted by employing cardboard coated with polyethyl 
ene or polyole?ns of like character. Although heat seal 
ing is the preferred asse'rnbly procedure, the use of ad 
hesives for securing the cardboard is contemplated. 
The bag material preferably comes from a roll of ma 

terial, and the handles may be applied before the elon 
gated sheet is severed transversely to make individual 
bags. Thus, the handles may be attached at intervals 
along the length of the folded thermoplastic sheet and 
thereafter a combined heat sealing and severing blade 
may be utilized for cutting the sheet into the individual 
bag sections while at the same time sealing the side 
edges of each bag. 
Polyethylene is the preferred material due to its rela 

tively low cost and good heat sealing characteristics. 
The cardboard may be of any type known to be com 
patible with the polyethylene for heat sealing purposes. 

In order to increase the strength and comfort of use 
of the bag, the handle sections may include a bendable 
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member 26 attached along an edge of one of the open 
ings 18. This member is readily bent through 90° as 
shown in FIG. 4 to provide an increased contact area 
for the hand of the user to therefore render the bag 
more comfortable, particularly when the contents of 5 
the bag are relatively heavy. This bendable member 26 
is preferably an integral part of the blank 22 with the 
diecutting operation resulting in severing of this mem 
ber except in the area of the connecting portion 28. 

It will be understood that various changes and modi 
fications may be made in the structure described which 
provide the characteristics of the invention without de 
parting from the spirit thereof, particularly as defined 
in the following claims. 
That which is claimed is: 
1. A method for forming a thermoplastic bag having 

handle and closure means comprising the steps of die 
cutting a cardboard blank, cutting slits along a line di 
viding the blank, said line providing a foldline, said slits 
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4 
including short connecting portions remaining along 
said foldline to maintain said strip in an assembly, said 
blank comprising a pair of wide strip portions on oppo 
site sides of said foldline, the folded blank disposing 
said strip portions in overlying relationship and com 
prising bottom parallel edges defined by said foldline, 
said die cutting step also including the die cutting of 
handle openings into each strip portion, said bag in 
cluding substantially overlying opposing wall portions 
with each wall portion de?ning an upper edge, separat 
ing said upper edges and locating said upper edges in 
contact with respective bottom parallel edges of said 
strip portions in the area immediately adjacent said 
foldline, and heat sealing said edges to said strip por 
tions, and including the step of separating said short 
connecting portions by pulling the strips apart whereby 
said bag is ready for use. 
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